Introducing

FLOWS
BY ENREACH

MEANINGFUL

HUMAN
CONTACT

MAKES LIFE

MAGIC

These are the experiences we
want to make for our customers.
It represents our entrepreneurial
spirit, creating desirable technology
to go beyond expectations.

FLOWS
MARKETING SOLUTION

Flows is the solution that brings together design,
execution and analysis.
Our features will enable you to work wonders with a
multi-channel customer journey, providing the right
information at the right time to the right people making your business grow.

KEY FEATURES:
• Automate your lead flows.
• Add emails, sms, webtracking, sign-up forms and analytics to your
sales call activity.

• Build a lead database with all data about each lead from across
data sources like website, CRM system and external data enrichment
sources.

SALES
AUTOMATION
Build automated flows using drag & drop

AUTOMATE PROCESSES
& INTELLIGENT DESIGN

Build advanced lead flows using an easy drag and
drop editor.
Use multi-channel marketing activities as part of your
sales process.

Make Flows intelligent with checkpoints
and splits
Let Flows make decisions for you to make your
automations intelligent.
Use this to check if an order is confirmed or if a lead
has visited your website before calling them.

SALES
AUTOMATION

OUTBOUND
INTEGRATION

Use telemarketing as part of your sales
automation
The deep integration between Outbound by Enreach
and Flows makes it easy to use telemarketing as a
channel in your sales process.
Send leads to call centers or move them to special
campaigns when specified events happen and much
more.

ADVANCED
SEGMENTATION
Build advanced segments with ease

SIMPLE SETUP &
CUSTOMIZE SEGMENTS

Build advanced segments from your lead database
without knowing any database language.
Just drag and drop conditions to your rule canvas.

Segment on multiple data types
Make segments based on all data known to the platform.
Combine rules from email events, customer basic data,
website visits or event calls made in telemarketing.

LEAD
SCORING
Score your leads on behavior

BEHAVIOR SCORING &
LEAD SEGMENTATION

Create scoring rules based on lead behavior like website
visits or email opens.
Give individual points per event to give your overall score
the right weight.
Use this to identify leads that have performed the actions
you know is buy signals.

Segment your lead list on lead score
Use the calculated lead score as part of your segment rules.
Combine the scores with other data and conditions.
Identify the most profitable leads that have not already
converted in your sales flow.

LEAD
SCORING
Get an overview of each leads score

LEAD SCORE
OVERVIEW

Customize the overview page for leads to show the
score number for each lead.
In lead overview, you not only get historic interactions
in one screen, you also see the potential for the
specific lead.

CONVERSION
TRACKING
Create customizable conversion reports

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTS
& BENCHMARK
CONVERSIONS

Setup custom reports with multiple conversion points to
follow where in your sales funnel you can improve your
process.
Not only can you see the numbers, but you can also see
the list of leads who has or has not converted in each point
and act on it.

Benchmark conversion between lead sources
By grouping your conversion report on what lead sources a
lead originated from, you can benchmark between them.
If you set a lead price in your lead sources, you also an
average cost per conversion in lead spend.

CONVERSION
TRACKING
Define custom conversion points

CUSTOMIZE
DEFINITIONS

Make your own definitions of conversions across all data.
Maybe a valuable conversion in your business is when a
lead reads a specific email, or maybe when they visit a
specific website or a third data point.

Combine multiple data points and set a value for each
conversion.

LEAD
MANAGEMENT
Keep track of lead sources

LEAD TRACKING
& OVERVIEW

Setup lead sources and integrate them to a landing page,
website popup, FTP server, our API or other sources.
Collect leads and keep track of where leads were created
and updated.
Handle duplicates, data validation and rejects like a
breeze.

Overview of all lead details
Get one simple overview for all details about your leads.
Show historic events like emails, SMS, website visits and
more.
All your data is in one place.

LEAD
MANAGEMENT
Document your data source

LEAD
DOCUMENTATION

Make it easy to document where you obtained the
data about your leads.
All historic updates are visible and searchable.

Use the historic data for segmentation and still use
updated data.

SMS &
EMAIL MARKETING
Build beautiful emails with ease

FAST SETUP &
SET RULES

Our popular drag & drop email editor is extremely easy to
work with.
It supports many advanced features and makes it possible
for everyone to become a fast expert.

Add power to your emails using rule-based
content
Show or hide each part of an email using simple rules.

Use one mail template instead of multiple to communicate
about multiple products.

SMS &
EMAIL MARKETING
Analyze your emails with heatmaps

HEATMAP ANALYSIS
& SMS TRACKING

In addition to email statistics like open rate, click rate,
delivery rate, etc.
Now you can use the heatmap to show you exactly what
part of the email performed the best.

Send SMS messages with built-in tracking
Use our unique built-in click tracker for links in SMS.

This allows you to use links to your website and track who
clicks it.
Great tool to monitor and improve your SMS performance.

WEB TRAFFIC
TRACKING
Setup tracking in 5 minutes

WIZARD SETUP &
IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

Create a tracking script for your website and decide what
data to collect with our simple wizard.
The script can collect traffic on all visitors on your site or on
leads who are identified in sign-up forms or from mail traffic.

Fast and deep reporting
Find detailed data on your website traffic that provides you
with valuable insights.
Track time spent on the sites, what device is used and much
more.
You can also segment based on data from your website.

SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT
Connect to Facebook and start advertising

QUICK SETUP
& SoMe SALES

Easy to set up a connection to Facebook.
Manage your custom audience lists directly in Flows.
Add and remove leads from your database to an audience
list and expose them to adds on Facebook to increase
conversion rates.

Use social media in your sales flows
Gain an improvement in telemarketing by up to 40% by
exposing leads to messages on Facebook 3 weeks prior to
calling.
Automate the process of adding/removing leads from
Facebook audiences and sending the leads to your call
center.

WEBSITE
POPUPS
Convert website visitors to leads

LEAD CONVERSION &
POPUP CUSTOMIZATION

Increase the number of leads generated from your website
by implementing a popup message.
Use the popup to sign up leads to a mailing list or send the
leads directly to your outbound call center.

Completely customizable
Customize the popup you need and make advanced rules
to decide what popup to show and at what at time.
All this can be done without being a web developer or
knowing any coding.

LANDING
PAGES
Generate landing pages using drag & drop

EASY SETUP &
DATA ANALYSIS

Build beautiful landing pages using our drag and drop
editor.
Setup signup forms without knowing any coding.

Make your page ready to convert leads in minutes.

Get statistics on leads from landing pages
Connect your landing page to different lead sources to
track the number of leads and conversions.
The lead sources allows you to control data validation and
duplicate handling in a simple and efficient way.

DATA
PRIVACY
GDPR compliance made easy

DATA PRIVACY
& DNC LIST

If a consumer requests all the data you have about them,
its exported by clicking a button.
Our system automatically generates PDF files containing the
data including explanation for the consumer about what
the data covers.

Multiple blocklists available
Many have the need to maintain multiple different blocklists
or do not call lists. A lead can be a member of one or many
or none of them.
Whatever the case is, the platform documents changes to
all lists to make it easier to navigate.

DATA
PRIVACY
Manage multiple stop lists in a segment

STOP LIST
MANAGEMENT

Organize your do not call lists or customer lists as
multiple lists.
Choose to include or exclude these lists from your
segments with one click.

• Mix-and-Match: Choose the modules that work
best for you
• Try before you buy: Free trial available

KEY FEATURES:
• Lead Sources and Duplicate Handling
• Lead Management
• Segmentation
• Automation
• Easy Blacklist Handling

• GDPR Compliance and Data Privacy
• Lead Scoring
• Conversion Tracking

MODULES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales automation
Advanced Segmentation
Lead Scoring
Conversion tracking
Lead management
SMS & Email Marketing
Website traffic tracking
Social Media Management
Website Popups

Production data is hosted in Denmark only and

Security &
Compliance

no data ever leaves the European Union.
Our hosting environment has failover setups for all
critical components.

We are the only Scandinavian outbound solution
with ISAE 3000 & ISAE 3402 certifications for data
security.
Our platform is certified GDPR Compliant.

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

THANK
YOU

enreach.com

